1959-1962 University of Pennsylvania Curriculum Catalog asks applicants to send their application to the Associate Dean for the Annenberg School in Blanchard Hall. 3446 Walnut St. Built as a dwelling during the 1890s. Acquired by the University in the 1920s. Served as a university administration building before its 1964 demolition to make way for the Dietrich Library.

The First Curriculum Announcement listed the Music Building as a location for courses:
1956 aerial (20001023006) shows the houses here before school:

1962 aerial photograph (ID20001023007):
LEFT: Pre-Grad Towers  ABOVE: Post-Grad Tower which was built in 1970 so the picture above is between 1970 and 1980 (look at size of the trees by the old fountain that are newly planted yet mature in the 1981 photo)